THINGS TO DO IN TORONTO

Enjoy Toronto’s beautiful Autumn weather in October while exploring its numerous attractions and creating life-long memories. Some special outings available are:

Are you a sports enthusiast?

Toronto is a city with a fine appreciation for hockey, basketball, baseball and soccer. Attractions nearby the conference hotel include: Scotiabank Arena (formerly known as Air Canada Centre) home to the NHL’s Toronto Maple Leafs and the NBA’s Toronto Raptors, Rogers Centre, home of the MLB’s Toronto Blue Jays, and BMO Field, home of the MLS’ Toronto Football Club (FC). Games taking place during SOTI SYNC, include:

- **SOCCER** – October 6 – Columbus Crew vs Toronto FC at BMO Field. More info available here.
- **FOOTBALL** – October 11 – Ottawa Redblacks at Toronto Argonauts at BMO Field. More info available here.

Can’t get enough sports action?

To watch all the best sports events while visiting Toronto, experience the most thrilling match-ups played out in supersize at Real Sports Bar & Grill, where bigger the better is the mantra. Watch the most exciting moments of the game pulse through a 39-foot HD Big Screen and 199 HD TVs. Sip over 50 beer selections from over 126 draught taps, including a rotating tap. Indulge in 10 award-winning wing flavours and 5 mouth-watering burgers. Soak it all up in our 25,000 sqft of incredible atmosphere. Conveniently located beside Scotiabank Arena in the heart of the city’s sports and entertainment district, the Real Sports Bar & Grill is the #1 sports bar in North America as voted by ESPN.

Walk the edge at the CN Tower

Toronto’s most prominent attraction and tallest free-standing structure. Standing at 1,815 feet tall and designated as one of the Seven Wonders of the Modern World, this engineering marvel is a top-notch dining and entertainment venue, a Canadian icon and the symbol of Toronto. If you’re interested in thrills, they now offer EdgeWalk, a hands-free walk around the outer ledge of the tower.

Visit the Hockey Hall of Fame

Featuring the most elaborate collection of hockey memorabilia and gear from across the globe, as well as interactive games, multimedia stations and exhibits on the game’s greatest players.
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Come check out the Distillery District
The Distillery Historic District is recognized as a National Historic Site and is one of Toronto’s most picturesque landmarks. Located in the Old Toronto area, it was Toronto’s first distillery, producing almost half of Ontario’s total spirit production in 1871. Now it is home to upscale boutiques, galleries and restaurants.

Discover different cultures and ancient history
One of Canada’s largest museums, the Royal Ontario Museum (ROM) has numerous hands-on and interactive exhibits – from dinosaurs to ancient Egypt to gems and minerals.

View celebrated pieces of artwork from the famous “Group of Seven”
From the Group of Seven and signature Canadian works, to the African art gallery, the Art Gallery of Ontario (AGO) offers an incredible experience with each visit. In 2008, an innovative architectural expansion by world-renowned architect Frank Gehry resulted in one of the most critically-acclaimed architectural achievements in the world.

Explore an underwater world of wonders
Ripley’s Aquarium of Canada is home to about 20,000 beautiful and exotic marine life. Located at the base of the CN Tower, Ripley’s features North America’s longest underwater viewing tunnel. Marvel at aquatic creatures from fresh and salt waters from all over the world and get up close and personal at the Touch Tank gallery.

Shop at the Toronto Eaton Centre
Located in the heart of downtown Toronto, the Eaton Centre has over 250 retailers in fashion, furniture and electronics. Dine-in at one of seven restaurants or grab a quick bite in the Urban Eatery.

Take a tour of Casa Loma
A private home built by Canadian Sir Henry Pellatt in 1914, Casa Loma is a majestic castle in Toronto. It features beautiful rooms, secret passageways and lush gardens.

Uncover the hidden mysteries of the universe
The Ontario Science Centre is home to more than 500 interactive experiences, spread across eight exhibit halls. Other features include a state-of-the-art planetarium, an authentic rainforest environment and special exhibitions on a range of topics.
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